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Third Grade: First Rate
BY AUGUST EAVES

Two weeks ago, on Tuesday and
Wednesday, P.S. 11’s third graders
performed the annual third grade
play in the auditorium.
The play was about Thanksgiving
(which was the day before). There
was no story, but there were songs,
dances and sketches.
Some of the things that the audience laughed at were when someone
messed up. Mistakes were made, but
that just made it come to life. People
laughed at funny lines in songs and
speaking parts!
Third grader, Hyla, said that the
handshake in “Sing a Song” was the
hardest part. The easiest was when
they did a "nerdy" walk.
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Dance teacher, Ms. Wurman, said
that the dance theme was “social
dance.” The “Pilgrims” dance to a
“baroque,” the “Turkey Boogie Woogie” was a “swing,” and "Mashed Potatoes" was a jitterbug!

“Hope you had a
great Thanksgiving!”
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H.O.P. makes
the school a
happier place
BY ROGER CARASSO
AND LILA JENOVA DUPUY

H.O.P. stands for Home-based Optional Practice. It is a no-homework
process in P.S. 11 where students
don’t have homework. We don’t have
homework because the school wants
to give kids more family time and
make them more creative.
Mr. Bender wrote that we have
H.O.P. because “we believe that the
decision about how a child spends his
or her time after school should be a
continued on page 2
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H.O.P. continued
family decision and not defined by
homework.” Ms. Marquez, teacher of
4-407, thinks that H.O.P. is good because kids are coming to school “with
a positive attitude every day.”
Ms. Marquez believes not having
homework has two sides: a good and a

bad side. The good side is that it gives
kids more family time and makes
them more creative. The bad side is
that the parents don’t know what kids
are doing in their class and are asking
Mr. Bender and their child’s teacher
about what kids are doing in class.
She says, “there is more positive than negative,” though, in
having no homework.
Parents have strong opinions
about H.O.P. for grades 3-5. All
interviewed parents thought
fifth-graders should still have
regular homework to prepare
them for middle school. We
all know that middle school
has more homework, and time
management skills are realPHOTO: BY JACOB SEIDEN ly important. A parent of a

P.S. 11 fourth-grader as well as a P.S.
11 alum, agrees with the time management issues. Could an alternative
to H.O.P. be project-based learning?
For example, students could participate in the science fair, or a visit to the
American Museum of Natural History, where students visit a particular
exhibit then complete a related project.
Some parents like doing the website
with their kids. Overall, they think
the SHOWME videos are educational. Other parents think more could be
done to help students learn. A current
P.S. 11 parent of a fourth-grader and
second-grader suggested, “the creation of a monthly newsletter where
families can be updated on upcoming
family events in the city, which could
reflect current curriculum.”

The B-U-Z-Z About the Bee!
BY MATILDA FRIED LEVENSTEIN

S-P-E-L-L-I-N-G B-E-E! What does
that spell? Spelling bee! This year had
a very unexpected surprise. You want
to know? Then keep reading!
This year’s winners of the October 24
round were fourth-graders, Lili Li (1st)
and Michael (2nd)! When I asked Michael his hardest word, he answered “tenuously.” When I asked Lili Li what was
her first word, she answered, “onion.”
Those winners were invited to move on
to the next round of competition.
The school round of the spelling
bee was held November 15 and was
made up of twenty fifth-graders and
the two fourth grade preliminary
winners spelling to win! The top
three fifth-graders go on to the borough-wide spelling bee on January
10th! The winners of that go on to the
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national spelling bee in Washington,
D.C. The competition was different
this year because fourth-grader, Michael, beat all twenty fifth-graders in
the spelling bee! “I can’t believe the
fourth-graders beat us. They got such
easy words!” said Lizzi. Were the fifth
grade words harder? Lili Li answered,
“A little.” Since the winner is not a
fifth-grader, he cannot go to the Manhattan round. The next three placers
will go, Elizabeth Applebaum (2nd
place), Isabelle Schwartz (3rd place)
and Max Feng (4th place).
How do these wiz kids prepare and
study? “I studied a lot!” said Michael.
“My mom quizzed me,” said Lili Li.
“I just studied with whoever [sic] I
could,” said Lizzi.
By the middle of the spelling bee,
lots of kids got knocked out, but lots
of kids were still in! The kids that got
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knocked out didn’t leave. They stayed
and cheered on to support the others.
Now, that’s how you spell, “P.S. 11
Spirit!”
When I asked fourth-grader, Michael, “Are you going to be in the
spelling bee next year, he smiled and
said “Yes! Definitely!”
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Our Next President
BY JANE APTER

2012

2017

means that Trump is
our next president. Kids
of all ages had similar
views on the outcome.
Lola, a fifth-grader, said,
“Trump is a racist and
does not like gay people.
It’s bad that he’s president because he is not a
good person and Hillary
has more experience than
him and Trump is going
to build a wall.” The results were especially upsetting to Lola because
her parents are gay and
they are worried that
their rights might be at
risk.
Malia, a fourth-grader at P.S. 11, said, “People are really mad that
Trump won. People in
ILLUSTRATION: BY KEILA HASIMAJ
ILLUSTRATION: BY AMANDA RO
New York wanted Hillary to win. I did not vote,
Hillary Clinton? Donald Trump? programs, Common Core and she but I went with my dad. We voted for
Americans had to decide who was
wants to raise the standards at public
Hillary, not because she is a womgoing to be our next president. It was schools. She used to support charter
an, but because her campaign was
a long election season and one of the
schools but now has her doubts beconvincing. I don’t feel safe because
issues the candidates discussed was
cause she feels that they can overlook [Trump] promised to build a wall. I
education. Trump and Clinton have smart children who are hard to teach. was scared, but my parents promised
very different views on this topic.
Clinton said, “There should not be a
we would be just fine.” Many people
Donald Trump feels that parents
single public school in our country
agree, but a lot don’t. Sixty-one milshould have the freedom to choose bethat any person would not want to
lion people voted for Donald Trump
tween public schools, charter schools
send their child to.”
and 62 million people voted for Hilor voucher programs and he opposes
On November 8, Election Day,
lary Clinton. Clinton won the poputhe Common Core national education
Americans went to the polls to vote. lar vote but Trump won the electoral
guidelines. He said, “Let schools comElection night was a long one, and in vote and that is why he is our next
pete for kids...If you forced schools to the end, many people got what they
president. This shows that, in some
get better or close because parents wanted but so many people didn’t. It
ways, we are a divided nation. Hopedidn’t want to enroll their kids there,
turned out that Donald Trump won fully, we can all respect each other
they would get better.”
290 electoral votes and Hillary Clineven though we have differences.
Clinton supports universal pre-K
ton won 232 electoral votes. This
After all, we are all Americans.
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Where Did Today’s
Halloween REALLY
Come From?
BY CAROLINE STÖHRER
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Have you ever thought about where
Halloween really came from? Why
we trick-or-treat on October 31? Believe it or not, according to history.
com, “Halloween’s origins date back
to the ancient Celtic festival of Samhain.” Let’s delve together into the
fascinating web of history!
The Celtic people, whose major
reign was from 750 BC to 12 BC,
in the area of what is now Ireland,
marked the beginning of the year
on November 1. Apparently, “Celts
believed that on the night before the
new year, the boundary between the
worlds of the living and the dead became blurred. On the night of October 31, they celebrated Samhain,
when it was believed that the ghosts
of the dead returned to earth.” They
wore costumes made from animal
skins and heads and proceeded to at
4
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least try to read each other’s fortune
(aye-yi-YI! These Celts seem a little
strange). But how on earth did our
costumes go from animal skins to
costumes like Smurfs or witches?
The ancient practice of costumes
on Halloween is both European and
Celtic. Centuries back, the short days
of winter were harsh and full of starving families. The season for snow and
mittens was a cold and dark time.
What had been tons of food turned
to rationing. Whether their families
could survive the winter was on everyone’s mind. On Halloween, when
ghosts supposedly came back down
from heaven (and hell!), everyone
thought that they would find ghosts,
mischievous or kindly, if they left
their homes. To prevent being recognized or followed by these spirits,
locals would wear masks or costumes

when they left their home after dark
so that the spectral beings would pass
them by for friendly spirits. On October 31, to keep wandering spirits or
nosy ghosts away from their homes,
people would place plates of their
most delicious food at their doorstep
to appease the spirits and keep them
from floating into their houses. Bowls
of food = C-A-N-D-Y!!!!
By 43 A.D., power-hungry Romans [threatening glare] had pretty
much taken over Celtic land. They
combined Samhain with two of their
own festivals. The first was Feralia,
a day in late October when the Romans remembered the passing of the
dead. The second was a day to honor
Pomona, the Roman goddess of fruit
and trees. “The symbol of Pomona
is the apple, and the incorporation of
this celebration into Samhain probably explains the tradition of ‘bobbing’
for apples that is practiced today on
Halloween” (history.com). Honey
was also a main source of sugar, as
well as maple syrup. They were put
on food to sweeten them up, like we
do with table sugar. This also explains
our “candied apple” paraphernalia.
Fast forward about a thousand
years—after the English renamed
Samhain “All Hallow’s Eve,” later
translated to “Halloween”—to colonial America. The first events similar
to Samhain or All Hallow’s Eve were
“parties,” where people celebrated
the harvest and wore costumes, told
scary stories, and told each other’s
fortunes. As we get closer to modern
day Halloween, in the mid-1800s,
hundreds of immigrants piled into
America, most of whom came from
Ireland, fleeing from the potato famine of 1846. Irish and American/
English traditions mixed, and as history.com puts it, “Americans began
continued on page 5
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HALLOWEEN continued

of thanks, rather than for pranks and
to dress up in costumes and go house ghosts. In the 1920s, trick or treating
to house asking for food or money, a was revived and directed mostly at
practice that eventually became to- the younger children. By 1950, Halday’s “trick-or-treat” tradition. Young loween was a nation wide holiday,
women believed that on Halloween America spending an estimated 6 bilthey could divine the name or ap- lion dollars on Halloween.
pearance of their future husband by
As we leave the dusty old archives
doing tricks with yarn, apple parings and step into our beautiful present day,
or mirrors.” As the decades tip-toed remember, that Halloween costume of
by, in the late 1800s, Halloween was yours wouldn’t be there without peoseen more as a get-together and day ple dancing around in animal skins!

Election Excitement at P.S. 11
BY KARINA GUPTA

With all the talk about elections
this month, have you ever wondered
how P.S. 11 elects a president and
vice president to the student council?
First, each 4th grade and 5th grade
class elects two student council representatives. Then, representatives
who want to run, write speeches and
bring them to the student council
meeting. The student council teachers, Ms. Goldstick and Ms. Sharma,
read the speeches anonymously.
Based on the speeches, the student
council representatives vote for two
president candidates and two vice
president candidates. The teachers
pick the pairs (1 president/1 VP)
that work together. After that, the
candidates write a speech for the
school election, and student council
members help the teams with their
posters. Everybody practices their
speeches, and then it’s election time!
The student council election was
on November 9. One ballot had Samantha for president and Hunter for
vice president. The other ballot had
Alan for president and Ava for vice
president. The candidates had great

posters and wrote amazing speeches
about ideas that could happen.
Why do you want to be president?
Samantha said, “I want to raise
issues, make sure the school keeps
growing, and if someone has an issue, address it.”
Alan said, “P.S. 11 is great, but I
think it could get even better.”
Why do you want to be vice president?
Hunter said, “I want to give ideas
to the student council and mainly direct to Mr. Bender.”
Ava said, “I want to show the
school that equality matters and everyone should be equal.”
After the speeches, when asked,
“What ideas do you like?” fourth
-grader, Nandini, said, “I like the
quote box where if you are feeling
down, you could reach in the box
and get a quote. I also like the out-tolunch for fifth-graders.”
Many students debated about
whom they would vote for. The winners were Samantha and Hunter.
Congratulations to our new president
and vice president!

Questions
with...
Ms. Lilly
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1. How many years have you
worked at P.S. 11?
20 years.
2. What did you do before?
I used to work at “Everybody Wins.”
3. Where are you from?
Puerto Rico.
4. As the after school Site
Coordinator, what after school
program do you like the best?
Science.
5. What are your hobbies?
Baking.
6. What is your favorite kind of ice
cream?
Chocolate chip.
7. Do you have any animals?
I used to have two cats but they
passed away.
8. What do you do during the
summer?
P.S. 11 summer camp.
9. What is your dream vacation?
Portugal.
10. If you were a fourth-grader, what
would your favorite subject be?
Reading.
11. What is your favorite thing
about P.S. 11?
The children.
BY CARMEN LACOSTA KOLSRUD
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Behind the Scenes at
the P.S. 11 Paper
BY SAMUEL COHEN

When you think of the P.S.11 Paper,
what do you think of? It’s not some
high-tech machine doing all of it.
Many people are involved in making
the P.S. 11 paper come together.
It all happens in the newsroom every Friday at 8:00A.M. Let’s go behind the scenes with the manager,
Jensen krebs, who started the P.S. 11
paper when he was 7 years old. Why
did Jensen want to start the P.S. 11
paper in the first place? “I saw a lot
of TV shows and read a lot of books
that had a school newspaper and I
wanted my school to have one, too.”
Jensen’s favorite part about the Paper
is the monthly poll question.
Some might think that the P.S. 11
Paper is boring, but there are some
things that you might be surprised to
know. Every year, many more stu6
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dents want to join the paper, so there
must be a reason why! It helps improve your writing skills. Working
on stories with a partner is fun. Saying, “I’m on the Paper,” sounds cool.
Marliece Krebs is Jensen’s mom
and the “adult manager.” She prepares for the meetings by keeping up
with the work throughout the week
so it doesn’t pile up with last minute
things she has to do. Then, she goes

LUNCH
BY LUCY JARVELA
ON THE MENU:

Hamburgers, sweet potato
french fries and vegetables.

over the plan for that month’s edition
and checks to see what needs to be
done for each item and she writes it
on a list, called an agenda. Next, she
gets a good night’s sleep so she can
be on time and ready for the paper’s
early meeting.
Every student on the paper participates in making the paper come
together (writers, interviewers, photographers, field reporters). Also,
parent coaches help students write
and edit the paper. Parent volunteers
also publish the paper.
What does Mrs. Krebs like about
the paper? She, “looooves” the paper.
She is proud of everyone who works
on it, including the students who participate in events, answer polls, submit
artwork and give the paper plenty of
substance to write about. She thinks
it’s a valuable, creative, unique addition to our school. “Working on the
paper is very fun because it changes
every day, week, and month. It is exciting to see how hard-working, intelligent and creative our students are,
both the staff and the student body
who provide most of the material for
our reporting.”
The P.S. 11 Paper is a very complex
addition to our school and we are
very proud that we are able to have
such committed and focused staff
members. All in all, the P.S.11 Paper
has made the school more connected to everyone and has made P.S. 11
more like a community.

Making
Our Move
BY AMANDA RO

On November 11, there was a Chessin-the-Schools (CIS) tournament
at P.S. 11 called the World Chess
NYC Junior Championship. More
than 600 kids from kindergartners
through 12th-graders from all five
boroughs came to compete for individual and team medals and trophies.
P.S. 11’s team, the Chelsea Chessmates, had 20 students playing in all
four sections. The Novice team came
in fourth place led by Joshua Isaacs
who won all 4 games and received an
individual trophy for placing 3rd in
his section.
The World Chess Championship
is an international tournament happening for the first time in New York
City in more than 20 years. At the
South Street Seaport on November
11-30, Norwegian, Magnus Carlsen,
the number one chess player in the
world at the age of 25, is playing
Sergey Karjakin from Russia. World

Chess co-hosted the tournament at
P.S. 11 with CIS, an organization that
provides chess programs at schools
throughout the city.
Magnus Carlsen is the best player
in the world but some of the kids who
played at P.S. 11 just might be like
him one day. Coach Russ Makofsky
said, “There are some super strong
players here but Magnus Carlsen is
once in a lifetime.” Shaun Smith, the
tournament director from CIS said,
“You never know where the next
champion will come from. Every
champion was once a beginner. The
number 2 player in the world, Fabiano Caruana, played his first tournament with Chess-in-the-Schools

JOKES of the MONTH
BY GABE KENNELL

1. Why can't you play games in the
jungle?
Answer: Because there is always going to
be a cheetah!
2. What do you get when you cross a
cheetah and a hamburger?
Answer: Fast Food!
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when he was 6 years old.”
P.S. 11 is hosting 7 tournaments
this year and it takes a lot of support
from Mr. Fier and the chess team
parents to make it all happen. The
chess team sells food and chess items
at the tournaments to raise money for
the team to travel to national tournaments. Stan Rubinov, a chess team
parent, said it makes him so proud of
the school. Director Smith said, “P.S.
11 tournaments are the most popular
in the city. The school’s parents and
staff make it lively fun for the kids
and exciting for everybody.” Max, a
third-grade member of the Chelsea
Chessmates, said that he likes to play
at his own school. Mr. Fier said, “It is
a lot of work, but it’s so rewarding.”
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P.S. 11 Farmers’ Market
In front of the P.S. 11 gates, in the
heart of Chelsea, lies the Farmers'
Market. P.S. 11 farmers' market first
opened up in June, 2008, and operates Wednesday morning from 8
a.m. to 9 a.m., from June through
late November. The farmers' market
was created to provide kids with a
fun way to learn about healthy eating habits and how food grows. The

stands are filled with fresh vegetables, fruits, honey, and raffle tickets
to win a dozen eggs. The produce
comes weekly from Certified Organic Stoneledge Farm, out in the
Northern Catskills. The most popular foods sold at the farmers' market are apples, blueberries and lettuce. The leftovers are given to the
cook for use at the cafeteria. One of

the most expensive and least popular foods is the honey. It takes a lot
of hard work to harvest the honey.
That's why it is so expensive. Every
third-grader at P.S. 11 has a chance
to sell fresh produce from Stoneledge
Farm! How lucky are we?! Not only
that, students learn the importance of
healthy food, and also, how to count
money! P. S. 11 rocks!

Monthly Poll:
Which Thanksgiving tradition do you prefer:
Thanksgiving parade or Thanksgiving dinner?
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POLL MANAGER: SETH HUSE
POLLSTERS: LUCY JARVELA, GABE KENNELL, ANSEL KREBS, CARMEN
LACOSTA KOLSRUD.
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MR. BENDER
BY ANSEL KREBS
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A PEEK AT
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Nov. 4, 12:34 PM
Mr. Bender was “about to have
a meeting with Ms. Mueller.”
It’s a mystery what the meeting
was about.
Nov. 18, 3:21 PM
Found Mr. Bender outside, double
checking the school gate to make
sure it was locked properly.
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Featured Artwork
ARTIST: OLIVIA TUNG FIFTH GRADE
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Featured Artwork
ARTIST: ANYA TSUKERMAN FIFTH GRADE

This is YOUR paper. We need your input! If you would like to submit artwork to be considered for our next
edition, please draw, paint or write it on 1 sheet of letter-sized paper (1 side only). Put your full name and
grade/class number ON THE BACK. Then, drop it in the News Box in the main office.
You may also submit article ideas, jokes or poll questions.
If you would like your school event covered by the Paper, please send an e-mail to ps11paper@gmail.com
with the details. Coverage is in the discretion of the Paper staff.
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